[Exploring the Possibility of New Biomarkers of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors for Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC)].
Mutation burden in a tumor, presumably involving neo-antigens in the tumor tissue, is also thought to be one of the better predictors for the efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibitors. However, it is difficult to analyze the mutation burden routinely in the clinic. Here, we describe more convenient factors that can be used as surrogate markers of mutation burden. Ninety-four patients with NSCLC who underwent resection in our institution were recruited for this study. Mutation burden and major gene alterations were analyzed by using next generation sequencing. Several immunological parameters were also assessed using immunohistochemistry. Statistical analysis was performed on mutation burden, major gene alternations, immunohistochemistry, and clinical parameters. The median mutation load was 54 mutations(range, 10-363 mutations). Squamous cell carcinoma, EGFRmutation -negativity, and TP53 alteration-positivity were closely connected with higher mutation burden. Multiple regression analysis showed that mutation burden in the tumor could be associated with EGFRmutation and TP53 alteration status.